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Scientists as Spies 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE NATION: 

Sm: In his war address to Congress, President Wilson dwelt 
at great length on the theory that only autocracies maintain 
spies; that ·these are not needed in democracies. At the time 
that the President made this statement, the Government of the 
United States had in its employ spies of unknown number. I 
am not concerned here with the familiar discrepancies between 
the President's words and the actual facts, although we may 
perhaps have to accept his statement as meaning correctly that 
we live under an autocracy; that our democracy is a fiction. 
The point against which I wish to enter a vigorous protest is 
that N- numbt1r of mtin who follow science &ll Uuili· profession, 
men whom I refuse to designate any longer as scientists, have 
prostituted science by using it as a cover for their activities 
as spies. 

A soldier whose business ia murder as a fine art, a diplomat 
whose calling is based on deception and secretiveness, a politi
cian whose very life consists in compromises with his conscience, 
a business man whose ailn is personal profit within the limits 
allowed by a lenient law-such may be excused if they set 
patriotic devotion above common evel'yday decency and perform 
services as spies. They merely accept the code of morality to 
which modern society still conforms. Not so the scientist. The 
very essence of his life is the service of truth. We all know 
scientists who in private life do not come up to the standard 
of truthfulness, but who, nevertheless, would not consciously 
falsify the results of their researches. It is bad enough if 
we have to put up with these, because they Te,·eal a lack of 
strength of character that is liable to distort the results of their 
work. A person, however, who uses science as a cover for po 
litical spying, who demeans himself to pose before a foreign 
government as an investigator and asks :for assistance in his 
alleged researches in order to carry on, under this cloak, his 
political machinations, prostitutes science in an unpardonable 
way and forfeits the right to be classed as a scientist. 

By accident, incontrovertible proof has come to my hands that 
at least four men who car.ry on anthropolugical work, while 
employ@.d as governme.nt agents, introduced themselves to for
eign governments as representatives of scientific institutions in 
the United States, and as sent out for the purpose of carrying 
on scientific researches. They have not only shaken the belief 
in the truthfulness of science, but they have also done the 
greatest possible disservice to scientific inquiry, In consequence 
of their acts every nation will look with distrust upon the 
visiting foreign investigator who wants to do honest work, sus
pecting sinister designs. Such action bas raised a new barrier 
against the development of international friendly cooperation. 

New York, October 16 FRANZ BOAS 
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